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New director position in Norge Mining: Will
lead the work from planning to construction of
the first mine

Tim Galusky is Norway Mining's new project director for the development of the
mining project in Dalane. The ceo of the company says that the new role underlines
the progress of the exploration work. Photo: Norge Mining/Ingunn Walderhaug
Norge Mining has created a new position as project director for the exploration
projects in Dalane. Tim Galusky has gotten the job.

American Tim Galusky has for the past 25 years worked on mining projects in North
and South America and in Africa. Among other things, he has worked on the
expansion of a gold mine in Mexico, as project manager for a gold mine in Argentina
and as project manager at a copper mine in Chile.

He has now been appointed to lead the development of Norway Mining's project in
Dalane. Galusky has been given the role of project director, a newly created position
in Norway Mining's management.

Will lead the project towards mine construction
According to a press release from the company, he has experience in leading major
projects in the mining industry from the concept phase to development and
operation. This is what will be his mission even now – he will lead Norge Mining's
development through initial and final feasibility study, further planning and
application processes and to the development and start-up of the company's first
mine.
"We are delighted to appoint Tim Galusky as our Project Director, a new role that
underlines the progress of our exploration work. Tim has gained considerable
international experience in project management and consultancy work over 25
years. He has an impressive track record in terms of safety, quality and best
practices, as well as a strong commitment to sustainability," said John Vergopoulos,
CEO of Norway Mining.
Norway Mining has acquired 61 exploration licences in Norway, most of which have
been acquired in Eigersund, Bjerkreim, Sokndal and Lund. In addition, they have
acquired some exploration licences in Bømlo. The company has long worked
particularly on mapping the mineral deposits at Helleland and Ualand, where they
estimated last year that there are at least 70 billion tonnes of mineral ore.

